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High performances & best technology for packaging products & fast cycle parts



Abate is specialised in most of packaging containers and  in  thin walled container (TWC) and IML technology:
• Thin wall containers for food industry: margarine, ice-cream, yogurt’s container, with and without TE feature with IML 
decoration
• Flower pots
• Drinking cups
• Buckets for various industries, including food and paint industry 
•• Crates and foldable crates for beverages,  agriculture and  various industries 
Abate is among the leader mould makers in Europe in these fields and is highly specialised in the followings execu-
tions:
• Multi-cavities flat moulds
• Multi-cavities stack moulds
• Family moulds (base and lids)
• Multi-cavities mould with exclusively In mould Assembly (see our IMA) feature also in bi-component execution.
• Multi-cavities unscrewing moulds for technical pieces (caps, lids etc).

Abate has more than 35 year experience in the high performances plastic moulding industry.  

In association with the most advanced manufacturers of IMM and Automation, Abate is in the position to design, supply 
and assist COMPLETE MANUFACTURING LINE FOR IML PACKAGING and compete in terms of performances, re-
liability and cost , with the established world wide suppliers.

During the last 10 years Abate increased the export quota from 10 to 90 % of its turnover, as an evident result of a pro-
cess where - management, quality, and technology achievements - brought the company to be a reference for quality 
and technology as well as for competitiveness among the leading mould makers in the plastic industry.

The way of conceiving, designing and manufacturing allows us to assure the whole interchangeability of all compo-
nents of the mould on drawing at any time. 
It’s a real, distinguishing feature among our competitors, letting the starting investment become profitable for a long 
while. According to such a general criterion, both quality and accuracy of each product is not something to be checked 
with hindsight, but rather a real nature, being born beforehand and soon into everyone’s hands. That’s why our opera-
tors and toolmakers work in self-check, certifying what we deliver.
Our Company, even though small, may offer its customers all those advantages coming from a restricted but agile and 
functional structure where the direct touch, either on the phone or personal, never fails.  



IML TECHNOLOGY AND IML CONTAINERS

ABATE has acquired an excellent reputation with moulds for thin wall techno-
logy. In the last20 years' experience in the design of hundreds moulds for the 
packaging industry means we have the capability to meet your product require-
ments, and also gives you the reassurance of having a reliable supplier who is 
familiar with these special needs.

In the last few years we have built up specific know-how of various applications 
in the IML (In Mould Labelling) sector.

In the packaging business most of our customers are experts who have specia-
lised in the injection moulding of thin-walled packaging or closures. In this highly 
competitive market innovation and efficiency really count.

The flexibility of the injection production lines for IML packaging became a must!

Abate has developed a new system of modular mould called "FlexoMould®".

The high utilisation, durability and easy operation of our moulds makes a 
positive contribution to the success of such clients:

Product examples:

•  Beakers 
•  Dishes 
•  Drink cups
•  Containers 
•  Buckets •  Buckets 
•  Lids 
•  Screw-caps 
•  Closures 
•  Tubes 
•  Cartridges





EXCLUSIVE ABATE TECH:“INNER-CORE EXTRA COOLING SYSTEM®” PATENT 
REGISTERED

 which has been developed and is currently applied mostly to moulds for bu-
ckets, pails and  round containers from 3 to 33 lt.

Abate cooling system is able  to:

    * stratify the control of the temperature and the effect of the cooling system 
inside and all along the punch.
    * optimise all the cooling conditions  and also save resources.
    * It also reduce the mass of the punch, thus improving the operation of the 
machine.

The major effects of this technology, together with the application of qualified mate-
rials, are :

    * a gain in the cycle time of approximate 20%
    * a better melting of the material
    * longer life for the mould and the IMM.
    * save of resources.

Abate is able to offer better cooling features and cycle time than  most of 
mould makers, due to our special technology in this field.

Just some examples for your evaluation (moulds for pails/buckets/ round con-
tainers) :

our 30 lt  top mould is designed for up to 5 million shots (*) , with a cycle of  14 sec.(*)  
Detailed information on request.
our 20 lt  top mould is designed for up to 5 million shots (*) , with a cycle of  12 sec.(*)  
Detailed information on request.
our 10 lt  top mould is designed for up to 5 million shots (*) , with a cycle of  8 sec.(*)  
Detailed information on request.
our 1 lt top mould is designed for up to 10million shots (*) , with a cycle of  4.5 sec.(*)  our 1 lt top mould is designed for up to 10million shots (*) , with a cycle of  4.5 sec.(*)  
Detailed information on request.
(*) - Top mould specification, top-fast IMM line-system specification  and defined con-
dition for wall thickness and MFI PP.

EXCLUSIVE ABATE TECH: CENTRING SYSTEM “SQUARE THE CIRCLE®”

 Mould Centring device made by Removable conical centring with centring ni-
tride elements.

Abate has also developed a system (let́s say: to "Square the circle") which allow for 
similar centring features and performances of a square frame mould in a round shape 
mould.

In fact the centring system in the round shape mould of Abate is provided with cen-
tring independent conical plates which simulate the square type mould and can give a 
big advantage during the life of the mould as you can adjust the centring of each cavi-
ties with a very simple operation.
You can make the maintenance of the mould (onto the machine) in the same 
manner as you make for the square type mould but with much easier operations.
And the customer can save up to 20% on the price of the square type mould.

This system let you to avoid the heavy costs of the scheduled maintenance that the 
others well know mould maker are applying for re-centring the cavities that can be till 
the 20% of the value of the mould each year!

The possibility to centre every cavities independently let you to erase the bad defor-
mation and opening of the Injection Machinés platen during the injection phase and 
get always perfectly centred pieces. 
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LThe ultimate patented technology Abate Basilio & C for the modular mould.

Now days the market of packaging containers for food and others purposes get more diffi-
cult and difficult: different dimensions, wider range of customised shapes with less quanti-
ties for each shapes and each customers etc. etc.

The flexibility of the injection production lines for IML packaging became a must!

Abate has developed a new system of modular mould called "FLEXOMOULD®" that has 
the following advantages:

   1. Modularity of the cavities in order to change the dimensions and the shapes of the 
products that the same mould can produce.

   2. Very fast change and setup of the another shapes/dimensions directly on the IMM wi-
thout unfit the mould from the platens of the machine.

   3. Setup time to change product (Production/Production) for 2-cav-FlexoMould® <15 
min. Setup time for 4-cav- FlexoMould® < 25 min..

   4. Safe change/setup operations obtained through the IMMs platens movement without 
any danger for the moulds and the operators.

   5. There isn't any necessity to assembly and disassembly the mould in a tool shop, be-
cause all the operations will be made on the IMM.

   6. Our customer can invest in the top of the art material and normalized for the hot half 
and the framework (for instance in stainless steel) because this parts will work all the time 
with several shapes/dimensions and their pay back will be faster. This strategy guarantees 
the best results in term of quality for the products and the maximum reliability of the 
moulds with the minimum investment.

   7. Furthermore the FlexoMould® let the customers to pay-back faster also the automa   7. Furthermore the FlexoMould® let the customers to pay-back faster also the automa-
tion for IML because this mould allows to exploit to the best the flexibility of the robot. The 
FlexoMould® it maintains in fact always the same number of cavities the same distance 
between them, it also maintains the same type of extraction.




